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In-depth Report: UKRAINE REPORT

This  article   first  published  by  GR  on  February  26,  2014   in  the  immediate  wake  of  the
EuroMaidan focusses on the complicity  of  US-NATO-EU in turning “a blind eye” to the
ongoing actions of Neo-Nazi factions directed against Ukraine’s Jewish community. 

And now, in the wake of the Vilnius NATO Summit, the 31 member states of NATO (many of
which were the victims of Nazism) have committed themselves to supporting the Kiev Neo-
Nazi regime. 

M.C.  July 15, 2023

***

The US and the  EU are supporting the formation of  a coalition government integrated by
Neo-Nazis which are directly involved in the repression of the Ukrainian Jewish community. 

There  are  about  200,000  Jews  living  in  Ukraine  [2014],  most  of  them  in  Kiev.  This
community is described as “one of the most vibrant Jewish communities in the world, with
dozens of active Jewish organizations and institutions”. A significant part of this community
is made up of family members of holocaust survivors.

“Three million Ukrainians were murdered by the Nazis during their occupation of Ukraine,
including 900,000 Jews.” (indybay.org, January 29, 2014).

Ukrainian  Jews  were  the  target  of  the  Third  Reich’s  Einsatzgruppen  (Task  Groups  or
Deployment Groups) which were supported by Ukrainian Nazi collaborators led by Stepan
Bandera (Wikipedia).

These “task forces” were paramilitary death squads deployed in occupied territories.
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Source: Dennis Nilsson  wikimedia.org

Contemporary Neo-Nazi Threat against Ukraine’s Jewish community

While the Western media has not covered the issue, the contemporary Neo-Nazi threat
against the Jewish community in the Ukraine is real. Ukrainian Neo-Nazis pay tribute to
Stepan Bandera, a World War II-era Nazi collaborator who led the pro-Nazi Organization of
Ukrainian  Nationalists  (OUN-B).  The  contemporary  Neo-Nazi  Svoboda  Party  which  is
supported by Washington follows in the footsteps of the OUN-B.

The OUN-B was also responsible for the genocide conducted against Poles within Ukraine.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Holocaust-Ukraine_big_legend1.png
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Dna-webmaster
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WW2-Holocaust-Ukraine.PNG
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Neo-Nazis Honoring Stepan Bandera

Reports from Kiev confirm that the Jewish community is the target of the Right Sector and
the Neo-Nazi Svoboda party, which is supported and financed through various channels by
Washington and Brussels:

“Ukrainian  Rabbi  Moshe Reuven Azman asked Kiev  Jews to  leave the  city  and,  if
possible, the country, due to fears that Jews might be targeted [by Svoboda Brown
Shirts] in the ongoing chaos. …

Some Jewish shops have been vandalized and other threats to the Jewish community
have been received.

“I told my congregation to leave the city center or the city all together and if possible
the  country  too…  I  don’t  want  to  tempt  fate…but  there  are  constant  warnings
concerning  intentions  to  attack  Jewish  institutions,”  Rabbi  Azman told  Maariv.  (JN,
February 24, 2014)

The leaders of the Ukrainian Jewish Community contacted Israel’s Foreign Minister Avigdor
Lieberman requesting the assistance of  Israel.  (Edward Dolinsky,  head of  the umbrella
organization of Ukraine’s Jews).

Israel –which is unofficially a member of the Western military alliance (US-NATO-Israel)– has
remained mum on the subject: Real Politik Uber Alles. No statement has emanated from Tel
Aviv.  The Israeli government has not responded to the request of the Ukrainian Jewish
Community nor has it made any statements.
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America’s  pro-Israeli  lobby  The  American  Israel  Public  Affairs  Committee  (AIPAC)  has  not
taken  a  stance  on  the  issue.  Not  a  word  from  Israel’s  Prime  Minister  Netanyahu.

The Western Media: Talking about the Neo-Nazi Threat to Ukraine’s Jewish
Community is Taboo

Within the Western media, news coverage of the Neo-Nazi threat to the Jewish community in
Ukraine is a taboo. There is a complete media blackout: confirmed by Google News search, 
mainstream coverage of the threat to the Jewish community in Ukraine is virtually absent.

An article in the current issue of The New York Review of Books constitutes the pinnacle of
falsehood  and  media  distortion.  The  Jewish  community  in  Ukraine  is  portrayed  as  an
unbending supporter of the Maidan protest movement led by Right Sector Neo-Nazis:

The  protesters  represent  every  group  of  Ukrainian  citizens:  Russian  speakers  and
Ukrainian speakers (although most Ukrainians are bilingual), people from the cities and
the countryside, people from all regions of the country, members of all political parties,
the  young  and  the  old,  Christians,  Muslims,  and  Jews.  Every  major  Christian
denomination is represented by believers and most of them by clergy. The Crimean
Tatars  march  in  impressive  numbers,  and  Jewish  leaders  have  made  a  point  of
supporting the movement.

In its broader coverage of the Ukraine “protest movement”, the Western media has failed to
acknowledge the nature of the opposition, casually referring to “radical elements”.

What is not mentioned is that these “radical elements” supported and financed by the West
are Neo-Nazis who are waging a hate campaign against Ukraine’s Jewish community.

https://www.google.ca/search?q=jews+ukraine&oq=jews+ukraine&aqs=chrome..69i57.3235j0j9&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8#q=jews+ukraine&tbm=nws
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2014/mar/20/fascism-russia-and-ukraine/?pagination=false
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Reunion of SS and UPA Nazi collaborators and their suporters in 2006 in the Ukraine. Civilisation
Ukrainian-Style: Vandalising the Memorials to the Soldiers of the Anti-Hitler Coalition

http://02varvara.wordpress.com/2008/11/28/civilisation-ukrainian-style-vandalising-the-mem
orials-to-the-soldiers-of-the-anti-hitler-coalition/

The Israeli Media and the State of Israel

The Israeli media toes the line. The hate campaign against the Ukrainian Jewish community is not
the object of concern. The Jerusalem Post casually dismisses the evidence of crimes committed
against Ukraine’s Jewish community under the title:

“Although there is “no information of Jews being targeted” as of yet, Jewish institutions are
under self-imposed lock-down”.

According to the JP, there is no “defined threat against them”:

“There is currently “no information of Jews being targeted, but there is a danger because of
vigilante groups,” Chief Rabbi Yaakov Bleich told The Jerusalem Post on Sunday.

“We have not seen any random attacks and we hope people are basically interested in
law and order and not in mayhem,” he said, expressing his hope that protesters would
begin turning in their arms tomorrow as scheduled.

http://02varvara.wordpress.com/2008/11/28/civilisation-ukrainian-style-vandalising-the-memorials-to-the-soldiers-of-the-anti-hitler-coalition/reunion-of-ss-and-upa-in-2006/
http://02varvara.wordpress.com/2008/11/28/civilisation-ukrainian-style-vandalising-the-memorials-to-the-soldiers-of-the-anti-hitler-coalition/
http://02varvara.wordpress.com/2008/11/28/civilisation-ukrainian-style-vandalising-the-memorials-to-the-soldiers-of-the-anti-hitler-coalition/
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“We are definitely worried about security and everybody should keep their guard up,”
the American-born rabbi cautioned. “That’s because of the general situation. There are
no threats that we know of.”

… There is a great deal of uncertainty among Kiev’s Jews, said one community member,
speaking anonymously. She said that while there has been no direct threat against
Jewish institutions, two Jews were attacked during the protests and the general feeling
of insecurity pervading the city has affected its Jews as well.

Things will calm down within a week, but life is still far from normal at the moment, she
said.” (Ukraine’s Jews ponder their future, Jerusalem Post–Feb 24, 2014)

According to “expert opinion” quoted by the JP, the spread of swastikas in Kiev’s urban
landscape should be of no concern. According to Vyacheslav Likhachev, “an expert on the
far-right associated with the Euro-Asian Jewish Congress”, the Svoboda Neo-Nazi activists
are  not  attacking Jews.  In  an utterly  twisted logic  expert  Likhachev quoted by the JP
intimates that the (former) Yanukovych government is responsible for anti-semitic violence;

The two incidents  of  anti-Semitic  violence since the beginning of  the protests,  he
alleged, were most likely provocations by the government looking for a pretext to clamp
down on its political opponents.

“There is no real special danger for the Jewish community due to anti-Semitism from
protesters,” he said.

According to Likhachev, the authorities tried to recruit him to take part in a propaganda
campaign against the protesters and he believes that,  given the lack of  emphasis
placed on Jews and other ethnic minorities by the opposition, including such factions as
Svoboda, it is more likely that the attacks were part of this alleged campaign. (Ibid)

According to the JP, the issue is one of “transition”, which will be resolved once a new
government is installed .

“Despite his [Likhashov’s] optimism fear pervades the local Jewish community, as it
does the entire Ukraine, during the transition period.”

Ironically, while the Israeli media dismisses the matter, the Arab media has provided a far
more balanced assessment of the threat to the Jewish community in Ukraine.

Rabbis in Kiev and across Ukraine spoke out, warning their congregations to stay off the
streets and remain in their homes. The Jewish Agency in Jerusalem has moved swiftly to
offer aid to elderly Jews living in greater Kiev. Food-delivery men are braving gunshots
and Molotov  cocktails  to  help  them.  Reports  from Kiev  say  the  police  have been
replaced by roving bands of undetermined loyalty.

…  The  fresh  report  of  the  firebombing  of  a  new  synagogue  in  Zaporizhia,  250  miles
southeast  of  Kiev,  increased  the  alarm in  Israel  and  accelerated  planning  for  all
contingencies, including evacuations. (John Batchelor, Ultranationalist neo-Nazi parties

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=newssearch&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CCkQ-AsoATAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2FJewish-World%2FJewish-Features%2FUkraines-Jews-ponder-their-future-342348&ei=IfENU6bSA-Gh2gXP9oGADw&usg=AFQjCNH_hmPZp6GJHrFSmoR_eyX5cuFW1Q
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=newssearch&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CCkQ-AsoATAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2FJewish-World%2FJewish-Features%2FUkraines-Jews-ponder-their-future-342348&ei=IfENU6bSA-Gh2gXP9oGADw&usg=AFQjCNH_hmPZp6GJHrFSmoR_eyX5cuFW1Q
http://www.timesofisrael.com/volunteers-brave-war-zone-to-aid-elderly-jews-in-kiev/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/Ultranationalist neo-Nazi parties on the march in Ukraine by John Batchelor
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on the march in Ukraine, Al Jazeera, February 25, 2014

US Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland together with Neo Nazi Svoboda leader Oleh
Tyahnybok, left

The Politics of Anti-Semitism:  Anti-Semitism Practiced at a Political Level

Ironically,  while  renowned scholars  critical  of  the State of  Israel  for  violating the
fundamental rights of Palestinians are accused of being “anti-semitic”, nobody bats an
eye lid when John McCain (see image right with the leader of the Neo-Nazi Svoboda
Party  Oleh Tyahnybok,  centre),  Victoria  Nuland (image above together  with  Oleh
Tyahnybok,  left),  EU  foreign  policy  chief  Catherine  Ashton  (also  with  Oleh
Tyahnybok, below), John Kerry, Francois Hollande and Angela Merkel (among others)
openly pay lip service to Neo-Nazism in the Ukraine.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/Ultranationalist neo-Nazi parties on the march in Ukraine by John Batchelor
http://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/mccain-and-svoboda-leader.png
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Is the Western media “anti-semitic” when it fails to report crimes committed against
the Jewish population in Ukraine?

Is the self-proclaimed “international community” anti-semitic when it upholds in the
name of “democracy” a “protest movement” led by Neo-Nazis?

Is Netanyahu an anti-semite by tacitly supporting  US-EU-NATO geopolitical interests in
Ukraine, with total disregard to the rising tide of fascism and anti-semitism?
ewish  Agency  Offers  Emergency  Help  to  Ukraine’s  Jews  By:  JTA  Published:  February  23rd,
2014  print  tell  a  friend  The  Jewish  Agency  said  it  would  offer  immediate  emergency
assistance  to  Ukraine’s  Jewish  community  and  will  help  secure  the  country’s  Jewish
institutions.  Saturday  evening’s  announcement  by  Jewish  Agency  Chairman  Natan
Sharansky  came  hours  after  Ukrainian  President  Viktor  Yanukovych  fled  Kiev  and  the
Ukrainian parliament announced new presidential elections for late May. Violent protests led
to the deaths of dozens in the days leading up to the coup. There are about 200,000 Jews
living  in  Ukraine,  most  in  the  Ukrainian  capital  Kiev,  according to  the  Jewish  Agency.
Sharanksky said in a statement that Ukraine “one of most vibrant Jewish communities in the
world,  with dozens of  active Jewish organizations and institutions.  Recent  events  have
shown that we must strengthen these institutions’ security measures. We have a moral
responsibility  to  ensure  the  safety  and  security  of  Ukraine’s  Jews,”  said  Sharansky.
Sharansky told Jewish Agency leadership on Saturday night  that  the organization is  in
“constant contact” with the Jewish community leadership in Ukraine, and is following events
there closely. Assistance will come from The Jewish Agency’s Emergency Assistance Fund
for Jewish Communities, which provides financial assistance to enable Jewish communities to
strengthen security measures in Jewish communities at risk. Rabbi Moshe Reuven Azman
told the Israeli daily Maariv that he advised his congregation to leave Kiev and the country,
if possible. Azman closed the Kiev Jewish community’s schools due to the violence, Maariv
reported. Azman also told the newspaper that the Israeli embassy advised the members of
t h e  J e w i s h  c o m m u n i t y  t o  r e m a i n  i n  t h e i r  h o m e s . R e a d  m o r e  a t :
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking-news/jewish-agency-offers-emergency-help-to-u
kraines-jews/2014/02/23/
Jewish  Agency Offers  Emergency Help  to  Ukraine’s  Jews By:  JTA Published:  February  23rd,

http://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/ashtonwith-svobodaleader.jpg
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking-news/jewish-agency-offers-emergency-help-to-ukraines-jews/2014/02/23/
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking-news/jewish-agency-offers-emergency-help-to-ukraines-jews/2014/02/23/
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